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What people Say:
Judy

Viviani Fedeler lives in the New York public library. She wants to be a star reporter. When her
teacher announces a story contest where the winner gets their story printed in The New York Times,
Viviani is elated. She's sure she can win but finds herself with a case of writer's block. As she tries to
find the perfect story to write, she finds herself in the middle of a mystery. Medical books are
disappearing from the library. This is a very nice middle school book. It has a great storyline, good
Viviani Fedeler lives in the New York public library. She wants to be a star reporter. When her
teacher announces a story contest where the winner gets their story printed in The New York Times,
Viviani is elated. She's sure she can win but finds herself with a case of writer's block. As she tries to
find the perfect story to write, she finds herself in the middle of a mystery. Medical books are
disappearing from the library. This is a very nice middle school book. It has a great storyline, good
characters and lots of interesting facts to learn. It also has some codes to decipher which will keep
the reader busy and teach them something new. I received the book for free through Goodreads
First Reads.

Katie Reilley

Thank you very much to Kristin Oâ€™Donnell Tubb and Macmillan Childrenâ€™s Publishing Group
for sharing an ARC with our #bookexpedition group!
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Viviani Fedeler is back! Proud resident of the NYPL and writer/reporter/mystery solver
extraordinaire, she is overjoyed when her teacher announces a story writing contest. The winner will
even get their essay printed in the New York Times AND get to visit the office!
But Viviani develops her first case of writerâ€™s block! Not only that, the library has another
Thank you very much to Kristin Oâ€™Donnell Tubb and Macmillan Childrenâ€™s Publishing Group
for sharing an ARC with our #bookexpedition group!
Viviani Fedeler is back! Proud resident of the NYPL and writer/reporter/mystery solver
extraordinaire, she is overjoyed when her teacher announces a story writing contest. The winner will
even get their essay printed in the New York Times AND get to visit the office!
But Viviani develops her first case of writerâ€™s block! Not only that, the library has another
mystery to solve: who is keeping overdue valuable medical books? And why?
I loved that this story sprang from a real historical event that occurred while Viviani lived in the
library.
Also enjoyed learning about different types of codes that Viviani discovered while trying to solve the
mystery.
Great themes of friendship and perseverance. Publishes in January 2020 and highly recommend for
middle grade readers!

Stephanie P

I received an advance copy of this book from the publisher to review. It is out now!
This is the second book in a sweet middle grade series that checks so many boxes for me: library
setting, historical fiction, based on a true story, evidence of the power of stories, and beautiful and
clever book design. Iâ€™m sure Iâ€™m not the only one who has dreamed of living in a library, but
for Viviani Fedeler it was a realityâ€”and in one of the most iconic and historic libraries: NYPL!
In this book Viviani is
I received an advance copy of this book from the publisher to review. It is out now!
This is the second book in a sweet middle grade series that checks so many boxes for me: library
setting, historical fiction, based on a true story, evidence of the power of stories, and beautiful and
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clever book design. Iâ€™m sure Iâ€™m not the only one who has dreamed of living in a library, but
for Viviani Fedeler it was a realityâ€”and in one of the most iconic and historic libraries: NYPL!
In this book Viviani is trying to find inspiration for her schoolâ€™s writing contest while also hunting
down clues about a case of rare library books that have gone missing. I solved the mystery very
early on, but I am not the target audience, and it was the journey I most enjoyed anyway.
I really enjoyed this entertaining story with very endearing characters and a setting that thrilled the
book lover in me. I also adored the details like that each chapter heading has a dewey decimal
reference and the wonderful illustrations!

Lisa

Twelve-year-old Viviani Fedeler, proud resident of the New York Public Library, is back with another
mystery to solve and an essay contest to win. Although Viviani and her two best friends are making
progress on the missing rare library books, she has a slight case of writer's block. If she wants to
win the contest with a trip to the NY Times offices and her essay printed in the newspaper, she's
going to have to look for inspiration everywhere. I love this series! I enjoy reading about the
Twelve-year-old Viviani Fedeler, proud resident of the New York Public Library, is back with another
mystery to solve and an essay contest to win. Although Viviani and her two best friends are making
progress on the missing rare library books, she has a slight case of writer's block. If she wants to
win the contest with a trip to the NY Times offices and her essay printed in the newspaper, she's
going to have to look for inspiration everywhere. I love this series! I enjoy reading about the behind
the scenes life in the New York Public Library back in the roaring 20's. Living in and having that
magnificent library as a playground would be a dream! I became so captivated in the story, I felt part
of it as Viviani and her friends explore that magical place. I recommend this book to anyone who
loves libraries, books, history and learning!
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Genetta

Kristin O'Donnell Tubb's second in The Story Collector series of middle grade books about Viviani
Fedeler (and her family who lives in the New York Public Library in the 1920s) will thrill middle grade
readers! Who wouldn't want to live in a library, especially that famous library with the lions out front?
Who wouldn't want to play mischief games with brothers and friends at the library? When Viviani
and her friends set out to solve the mystery of missing rare library books, they learn
Kristin O'Donnell Tubb's second in The Story Collector series of middle grade books about Viviani
Fedeler (and her family who lives in the New York Public Library in the 1920s) will thrill middle grade
readers! Who wouldn't want to live in a library, especially that famous library with the lions out front?
Who wouldn't want to play mischief games with brothers and friends at the library? When Viviani
and her friends set out to solve the mystery of missing rare library books, they learn codebreaking,
the difference between intent and theft, and how stories change perspective. I highly recommend
this fun book full of adventure, friendship, and family! âœ¨ âœ…ðŸ¦„ ðŸŽ‰ ðŸ•™âœ¨ðŸ’¥!!
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